Xerophthalmia, and its sequels, blindness and death in
childhood, Simon Franken PH.D
This booklet is not only for ophthalmologists going to developing countries, but is
also meant for general practitioners, nurses and healthcare workers going and
living there I do hope that it will somehow contribute to the realisation of
responsibility in those who have the distribution of food for their task.
Preface
Having worked during 22 years in developing mainly tropical countries as teaching
ophthalmologist I have at times taken pictures of various abnormalities which prompted
patients to come to me for help and advise. For some time I had vague plans about
publishing material on ophthalmic problems in developing countries. Now having finished my
career I want to make my slides available to others for teaching purposes. The present
selection described in this booklet is confined to the topic xerophthalmia.
The 189 pictures concerning xerophthalmia and related subjects is the core of this small
publication. Each of these pictures has been described in this booklet. It was unavoidable to
let an introduction to the topic precede these descriptions. The introduction is continued
between the descriptions of pictures. For a thorough introduction to the disease entity
xerophthalmia the reader will have to consult Dr.Sommers book. In no way do I pretend to be
complete. There is material enough and in order to remain informed about newer insights the
regular publications by DSM under the title “Sight and Life” is heartily recommended. It is
incorporating the Xerophthalmia Club Bulletin and is published by Dr. Klaus Kraemer in
Basel.
My introduction is further concerned with a number of accompanying details which in my
opinion have found insufficient attention or have been overlooked by others who have worked
in this field. As I consider the deficiency to cause the development of anterior polar cataract I
include pictures of this abnormality here together with what affects conjunctiva and cornea. I
do the same with the variety of scars seen in older people.
Anyone who wants to use these illustrations with the fitting descriptions published here is free
to do so but is requested to mention the source. I hope that this will contribute to the
eradication of hunger and nutritional deficiencies.
Xerophthalmia
Xerophthalmia is the name for the complex of manifestations connected with deficiency of
vitamin A. In summary these consist of night blindness, changes in the conjunctiva and in
ultimate stages the loss of the cornea. These various abnormalities of this disease entity are
little known in well to do countries. The conditions are not seen because the people are well
to do in the twenty-first century. They have no shortage of essential food. They live in
nutritional luxury. Only in very exceptional instances manifestations of the deficiency may
occur in these countries.
With the teaching material widely available for training in ophthalmology the theoretical
knowledge may encompass the subject xerophthalmia. But ophthalmologists working on in
their own country will never see the condition. In case someone is willing to spend some time
working in a developing country he is anyhow facing surprising situations.
When he or she is willing to work in a poor area of the host country they certainly will be
confronted with clinical conditions they have never or seldom met before in their home
country and the practitioner will still be unfamiliar with the manifestations of the overwhelming
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pattern of diseases in his new not to say strange working situation. Apart from the strange
language which requires the help of an interpreter, the customs, the way of doing things, the
poverty, the limited means and many unforeseen details will be overwhelming. The gross
abnormalities will demand their attention and as surgeons they may be inclined to spend
their limited time on matters in which they can be effective, booking some tangible and
satisfying results before they return home after their adventure.
People born in developing countries trained as ophthalmologist in some developed country
are not likely to learn during their training there about many conditions common in their home
country. Moreover there seems to exist some tendency towards unbelief in this subject.
On the whole there still is a widespread ignorance on the subject notwithstanding the work of
Oomen, Escapini, Sommer, ten Doesschate and Sauter. In the countries Ghana, Tanzania,
Kenya and Nigeria where the condition is seen fairly frequently I have met considerable
ignorance on the subject among the nursing staff, sometimes also among the doctors even
among some ophthalmologists. This seems part of the enigma shrouding this clinical entity.
This may be partly understandable because the deficiency always sneaks in without
undeniable manifestation. Only after the liver store of the vitamin is far below an acceptable
level its first manifestation i.e. night blindness (nyctalopia) appears and it mostly appears in
children. These do not complain about it and parents often do not notice the abnormality.
They may guess what is wrong when a child is crying but they are less concerned when the
child comes home after playing outside and is not crying. If the parents notice a slight
abnormality at all they may think that this behaviour is so common among the youngsters as
not to take action in this stage of the deficiency, which in fact is a dangerous condition and
has to be called a disease.
Here is probably the main snag of the enigma. The children have a deficient state of nutrition
but are not ill. At the most they may be listless and have diarrhoea. Most children have
diarrhoea and medical personnel thinks in the first place of an infection and blame the worms
but do not know that retinol has also a function in and for the intestinal mucosa. Deficiency of
vitamin A may cause diarrhoea thus inviting intestinal infection.
Without this trigger the parents are not alarmed by the listlessness of their children and do
not take action when the children come home before dark. Then there may not be any
knowledgeable expert in the vicinity and parents have to use their time working instead of
consulting somebody about what does not alarm them at all.
Measles is caused by a virus, is very contagious and occurs in epidemic form. No child
having contracted this disease is without symptoms. The same is true for whooping cough
and chickenpox. The lack of vitamin A may occur on a large scale in a community without a
single alarm raising sign. Xerophthalmia may unexpectedly become manifest when a sudden
demand on the liver store is made. Xerophthalmia being a deficiency is evidently not
contagious. Nevertheless it occurs usually in epidemic form. The people living in what is
called a primitive community have an identical pattern of food supply. They share the same
sort of belief and therefore have the same sort of taboo regarding foods fit or unfit for
children.
The pure form of the deficiency is rare. It is likely to occur when the menu is scanty and is
combined with taboos concerning food for children. The most heartrending example I did
encounter among children coming from an island in eastern Indonesia. They had their menu
so limited that they lost their eyes without other signs of malnutrition. They had not lacked
calories and did not suffer from an infectious disease. In East Africa I saw similar situations
when the already marginal menu was further limited by failing rains, starving cattle and
lacking harvests.
In a short scheme we may mention the following stages which can be recognised by a
clinician with increasing deficiency of vitamin A. First inability to see things after sunset,
unless help is given by a bright light. Then there will be diminished production of mucous in
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the conjunctiva followed by dryness- xerosis. Finally with continuing deficiency the cornea
will be affected with diminished sight or blindness as a result. What the deficiency does to
other parts of the body often leading to an early death can not find description here but has
to be told by others.
If carotene is lacking in the menu other necessary ingredients are usually also lacking.
When children are struck by for instance measles while they have a shortage of vitamin A
they will be subject to visible damage to their eyes while the first stage connected with the
extremely low liver stores has not been noticed by anyone.
Not only children, also their parents eating the same meal will be subject to the damage
caused by the deficiency. Dekkers found that prisoners in Kenya, were night-blind after half a
year in prison. They received monotonous food consisting of the staple food white maize and
nothing else. The prison food was apparently a little worse than what they had at home. In
other prisons in the same country vegetables were grown in the prison garden. These
vegetables were added to the menu of the prisoners. It occurred that people coming in with
night blindness were cured of their problem after eating a few weeks the better prison food.
They did eat vegetables in the posho, the maize porridge! Such reports tell us that their liver
stores of the vitamin were at an unacceptable low level before they got into prison.
We know about a very exceptional experiment undertaken by a psychiatric patient in a
western country who blamed her personal and other social problems on the ingestion of
vitamin A and selected her food in such a way that she avoided any intake of this vitamin and
its provitamins. It took her six years before she was night-blind.
The deficiency has also been present on a large scale in western countries but has largely
been forgotten after the signs did not occur anymore. I quote here a small portion from the
textbook on Tropical Ophthalmology written by Robert Henry Elliot in 1920. Writing before he
knew about the essential role of retinol he devoted a chapter to one topic beginning with
night-blindness. Going on with xerosis of the conjunctiva and mentioning corneal problems
he is not sure about the connection between these problems. There is some idea that
malnutrition is somehow often seen among people who suffer from night-blindness. He
certainly depicts drama when describing the fate of blind and marasmic children hoping that
they will soon die. The condition is said to be very common in tropical countries but cites also
Stephenson who reported about the condition occurring in Britain. Elliot comprises the
various aspects under the title Epidemic Night-Blindness:
“The disease has been known from very early times. Ancient records show that it was both
recognised and treated centuries ago in China, Japan, Russia, and Turkey. Military history
tells of it as a scourge of the troops in the field. It attacked Napoleons soldiers in Egypt, the
armies of the belligerents in the recent Great War. It has proved very troublesome to sailors
in the Tropics, especially under conditions of bright glare and improper food /.. / In Japan it is
called “Hikan” and is there epidemic during the diarrhoea months. In India and other Eastern
countries it has occasioned much trouble among the jail population but is seen at its worst
in times of famine, when the rains have failed /.. / In parts of Russia it is endemic reaching
epidemic proportions in the spring, at the end of the great fast. Lastly farther west it is far
from being unknown, and has been described by a number of writers in the British Isles,
especially as occurring among schoolchildren of the poorer classes, amongst whom it is
stated to have a strong tendency to recur, but to be without permanent influence either on
the eye sight or the general health /.. / It is very commonly associated with a xerotic condition
of the conjunctiva and this association has been known as Bitot’s syndrome in spite of the
fact that the first to draw attention was a Russian army surgeon, de Hubenet. In bad cases
the whole of the conjunctival surface and even that of the cornea as well, may be affected.”
In some African countries the saying goes: “Count your children after they have had
measles” The risk of loosing their life is great. If the children survive a recognisable
epidemic like measles a considerable number may survive with the loss of one or both
eyes.
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Why this big difference in the course of measles in developing countries and in the richer
countries? In western societies children in the year 2000 will as a rule have their liver stores
well filled and do not lack in proteins. When struck by measles or one of the other common
infections in childhood they do not suffer serious ocular damage. The eyes will show a mild
punctate keratitis, they will have fever and their airways will be affected. They will avoid
daylight, their eyes will produce extra tears but they will recover with their eyes unharmed.
On top of that with increasing coverage by vaccination the disease is in some countries
gradually becoming a rarity. There was no specific medication for the infection. The only
difference explaining the outcome in “Africa and Europe” was the difference in the state of
nutrition. In Africa the epithelium of eyes, airways and intestinal tract were in a deficient
state!
Hundred years ago poor nutrition was also common in Western Europe as we read in the
quotation of Elliot. Picture 147a is a reproduction of a report on a specimen of an enucleated
eye in London in 1905 where a child had suffered measles and became blind. In the twentyfirst century we are so well off and forget how things were in western Europe only hundred
years ago. Considering the health situation in developing countries high child mortality draws
our attention. The figures are indeed horrendous. The problem however is never an isolated
problem; it is connected with all living conditions and efforts to tackle high child mortality as
an isolated problem will have limited results.
Vaccination against measles protects children effectively and is a very beneficial measure. It
will also be beneficial for the children in the tropics and vaccination will certainly protect some
children against blindness. We should however realise that it does not deal with the basic
causative factor that is deficient nutrition. The difficulties vaccination programmes will
encounter are incomparably more than in the more developed countries. We should not
begin relying on vaccination and delay giving attention to the problem of defective nutrition.
Nutritional deficiency is probably the main cause of the enormous mortality rate of
children in developing countries. Lack of retinol is the main cause of blindness in
childhood.
Vitamin A or retinol in its pure form is only present in food of animal origin. Its precursors are
available in many vegetables. The most efficient precursor is beta-carotene. Carotene and
retinol are stored in the liver fat. The liver of fish is rich in retinol. In western countries codliver oil has long been a popular source of suppletion to children’s food but is now replaced
by other preparations. Since retinol is fat-soluble it is present in milk. It is not present in
buttermilk. It is also found in eggs and cheese.
Vitamin A may be ingested in its pure form but is usually formed in our bodies from
precursors, the various carotenes, which are contained in green vegetables and carrots. The
precursors are found in various vegetables. As a general rule one may say: the more
coloured vegetables are, the more carotenes they contain. Red palm oil is a very good
source of carotene but its availability is limited to some African countries. White maize in
many countries the staple food does not contain carotene. Yellow maize contains a little.
The various elements are stored in the liver where vitamin A is formed (apart from the
processes which take place in the intestinal mucosa). There are no clinical signs of a
deficiency when the liver stores are nearly depleted. When there is an extra demand on this
vitamin caused by an acute infection, the clinical signs of deficiency will be there all of a
sudden. Usually the infection will get the blame for the ocular problems instead of the
deficiency.
Retinol binding protein plays an important role in the transport of the nutritional elements in
our body. While this series of pictures is mainly limited to the significance for the eye, it has
to be stressed here that the complex is extremely important for epithelial tissues in other
parts of the body as well, like the skin, lungs, and the digestive and urogenital tract. It is a
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striking experience to see children with evidence of the deficiency who have diarrhoea and
who have roundworms and other intestinal parasites. The worms will be in competition with
the human body about the utilisation of ingested food. The deficiency will render all epithelial
tissues less resistant against an invading virus and thus contribute to the increased mortality
during an epidemic of measles, chickenpox, whooping cough, diarrhoea and other infectious
diseases.
During six years of work in Papua I saw many children with eye problems, which I did not
understand at that time. Later after I had learned about xerophthalmia I realised that they
were caused by deficiency of retinol. I still have a picture of a Papua mother with a child on
her arm with a huge colobomatous eye. During my training in ophthalmology the role of
retinol in the visual process was discussed and so its importance for the physiology of the
retinal function but its importance for the integrity of the eye constituted no point of
discussion. During the eight years I have been teaching in the Christian Medical College in
Ludhiana in North West India I got to face the problem. However trachoma was there more
important than xerophthalmia. People in the Punjab were generally well nourished and
therefore the State attracted poor malnourished people from other areas. Among their
children xerophthalmia was seen. In eastern and southern India xerophthalmia was a major
problem in the same period.
As I have been called in situations of crisis such as in Bangladesh where ten million people
were driven from their home I have seen a horrendous accumulation of ophthalmic tragedies
and the opportunities for observing children suffering from xerophthalmia were
overwhelming. There was a scheme for the regular distribution of Vitamin A. Among those
children who had received the benefit of this system I did not find any sign of the deficiency.
Among the children returning from exile in India with their parents who had not received the
benefit of this distribution the number of the dangerous stages of deficiency was
considerable. Infectious diseases did not play a role of importance in this episode.
In East and Central Africa I observed the many abnormalities of xerophthalmia with and
without the simultaneous presence of measles. In these regions I observed people during
periods where their regular pattern of life was disrupted by forced migration, by failing rains
and by tribal conflicts. They had already a very limited pattern of food intake. At least three
fourth of Kenya’s land area is used by people living a nomadic life. It is in such areas and not
in the higher regions covered with green and well cultivated that one sees the deficiency.
Undoubtedly the number of nomads will gradually decrease under influence of modern
“civilisation”.
But this process will take time and people will try to stick to their living ground. Because the
boundaries are not delineated conflicts about property of soil and cattle will recur
accompanied by the disruption of their life, causing interference with food supply and
nutrition.
There are many tribes roaming around In the areas near the borders of Kenya in the semi
desert. In the South the Masai move around between Kenya and Tanzania. Official
boundaries between states are no bar to their movements. The Somali tribesmen for
instance roam around between Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia. One has to realise that apart
from all the differences in lifestyle rural families have one thing in common, that is: the men
eat first from the cooking pot. They pick the best parts. When taking history it is a good
thing to ask:”what was eaten yesterday?” The respondent may answer the question
enumerating what was put into the pot. However that mostly does not reveal what the child
got to fill its stomach with. In every situation the investigator will have to find a way to
discover about the menu of the child. This will vary from place to place in different parts of
the world.
Working for the Christoffel Blinden Mission in East Africa I flew different circuits with the at
that time existing “Sight by Wings”, a service like the better known “Flying Doctor Service”
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and the Missionary Aviation Fellowship. These were flights bringing doctors to regular clinics
outside the higher and greener regions. So the many varied situations in rural areas gave me
the chance to observe what befell children. The patients were usually nomads. In almost all
those clinics In Kenya and Tanzania, which are supposed routine visits, I was confronted
with the evidence of the specific deficiency besides general malnutrition. While doing my
work I took the opportunity to make photographs.
Sauter investigated the situation in Kenya in more detail and over a longer period of time. He
also examined the children admitted to seven schools for the blind. At least half of these
children had lost their eyes due to xerophthalmia. Given the fact that only a small proportion
of the children going blind will survive we must conclude that malnutrition is a major public
health problem in these regions. Margaret Anyango tells in “Sight and Life” in 2007: ”Poverty
and hunger characterize life for most Kenyans today.” The situation now is not better than
twenty years ago.
The deficiency seldom occurs with other nutrients sufficiently present. In case this happens it
understandably occurs in varying degrees. If the precursors and the vitamin itself are not
ingested the liver store will get exhausted. This process is beyond the observation of the
clinician. Nearer the complete depletion the symptom of night blindness does occur (usually
in reports and literature indicated with XN). Far more common is its occurrence with several
other elements of nutrition simultaneously lacking, proteins in particular. Therefore I have
included in this series pictures of situations and conditions, which must alarm the clinician
doctor, nurse or health visitor. The condition does not only concern the ophthalmologist but
anyone who cares about the welfare of the community.
In Afghanistan and during six years of work in Somalia later I saw a child with xerophthalmia
perhaps once in two months. Now in the year 2007 I receive reports from my students, who
continue the work there that they see in Mogadishu over thirty cases every month! This is an
indication of a disastrous situation; there is famine in an area where people traditionally feed
on camel milk.
Most of us in the west are not aware of the precarious balance in food supply for groups of
population in other areas of the world. Very few holidaymakers on a palm fringed sunny
beach with a blue sea will be aware of the living conditions of the local people. They want to
have a happy time and do not want to think about problems of the local people. These are
leading a life under marginal living conditions and among them child mortality is high.
In many poorer societies where just enough food is available manifestations of deficiencies
may be absent. A disruption of the routine upsetting the lifestyle will be accompanied by
symptoms of malnutrition and increased mortality. Conflicts forcing people to flee their
houses and gardens will have a similar effect. There is not a year without several major
conflicts in various parts of the world having this effect. Thus there continues in poor areas
widespread marginal nutrition accompanied by reduced life expectancy hardly noticed by us
in the West. When in these places a crisis occurs the unavoidable disruption of their
nutritional balance will show us the face of hunger, loss of life and blindness. Therefore it is
of utter importance that the health worker is aware of the danger of the marginal balance in
the nutritional pattern in particular when not accompanied by clinical manifestations. It is
difficult for him or her to get the attention of the villagers or town’s people. Their simple life
mostly connected with poverty involves a simple diet. How could they alter that?
By its very nature the deficiency cannot be contagious but it is usually encountered in
epidemic form. If one sees one case only one should be aware about the likelihood of many
other people, children and grown ups with low liver stores of the vitamin.
The pictures will help in studying details. It remains difficult to examine the eyes of an
uncooperative child resisting our good intentions. It usually requires two people, good light
and magnification. When we get a glimpse only of what we want to see and this reveals
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enough for a diagnosis and estimation how serious the situation is let this be enough to
decide about the need for the oral supply of the lacking nutrient thus avoiding the danger of
inducing further harm. The squeezing of eyelids opened by force may possibly cause the
final additional harm, which could have been averted.
For the demonstration of irregularities in the corneal curvature I have often used a so-called
disk of Placido. This is a circular disc with a hole in the centre surrounded by concentric
black and white circles. In western countries it is considered as old-fashioned. In mobile work
and in clinics where irregular deformities of the cornea are common it remains a very handy
and a very sensitive instrument. A person experienced in the use of it may even discover
certain degrees of regular astigmatism. I have used the instrument in an improvised way
taking some photographs through the central hole.
In cases where one is not certain about any abnormality the use of a dye may be helpful.
Fluorescein, Rose Bengal and Lissamine green are good means for staining. A drop is given
on the lower eyelid, (not on the cornea, please) which has been drawn away from the cornea
to make room for the drop in the lower conjunctival sac. Then the eyelid is released and the
lids opened again for the inspection of the cornea. The dye has been spread over their
cornea with the tear fluid. In case of epithelial defects the dye will adhere to the denuded
area.
One may also keep the eyelids open for the observation of the tear film. Normally blinking
helps to spread the film over the cornea. If the production of mucous is deficient because the
mucous producing cells are not functioning properly the tear film will not keep its integrity and
brake up leaving the cornea dry. After opening the eyelids one may count the seconds before
the tear film brakes up. This is called the Breaking Up Time- BUT. There are many situations
where one may see eyes making one suspicious and “smelling” the deficiency without being
sure. Determining the BUT may help. It is however more important to treat a child where one
has suspicion than not to treat it and see the child some time later with a clear, “beautiful“
Bitot’s spot or even blind because in the mean time some precipitating factor pushed it into
blindness.
Theoretically night blindness as first stage of vitamin A deficiency has to be differentiated
from night blindness due to other causes. Among the child population of the poorer countries
the general practitioner can ignore these causes. I will not deal with some changes in the
fundus. I did not photograph them.
If the deficiency is maintained longer the mucous producing cells will gradually loose their
function and keratinisation of the conjunctival epithelium follows with a spot of Bitot as a
result. By the way, Bitot did describe the spot named after him in an orphanage in France in
1863. This situation is usually indicated with X2 or XB. When the vitamin or its precursors are
ingested the mucous producing goblet cells will recover their normal function. (In trachoma
the cells will be destroyed and people will continue complaining about dry eyes even when
the infection has been defeated and their tears flow. They have no mucous producing cells
left and the composition of the tear film has not regained its normalcy. The BUT will be too
short)
Xerophthalmia In the form of Bitot’s spots may occur at any age. These spots fit in the
pattern of deficiency as may be typical for a certain area. In most areas the spots will appear
in the second year of life and are seldom present after the age of six, depending on the
causative situation. This is common in e.g. Indonesia and other South East Asian countries.
Such regular pattern in which this manifestation occurs is less common among nomadic
living people and one may see the spot in people above twenty and thirty years as e.g. in
large parts of East Africa.
In the age group below the age of seven the spots are significant for the presence of the
deficiency. Above that age it will tell that there has been a deficiency but not necessarily that
the deficiency is there now. One can then usually take a history and enquire. The patient is
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old enough to answer questions. One should be aware of a tendency to answer questions by
uttering complaints fitting in the expectations of the doctor. Children who have not lived
outside their own community will not consider their food intake as abnormal even when
deficient. The investigator may at least enquire about night blindness.
When the deficiency reaches its final stage the integrity of the cornea will get lost, beginning
with the epithelium followed by necrosis of the stroma. This stage is named keratomalacia, a
coliquative necrosis. X3. The scars resulting from the various degrees of destruction are
indicated by XS.
If however the deficiency is marginal so to say remains prolonged marginal we may see a
variety of manifestations connected with ups and downs in the health condition. The clinical
picture of keratomalacia is not recognisable as one entity because of its many forms and
manifestations.
From what I wrote so far the reader may conclude: ”The problems are preventable by letting
everybody have the food they are entitled to”. However the pictures will show all sorts of
abnormalities requiring immediate measures. Parents bring their children expecting that we
can give help and so we should. For oral use fat-soluble vitamin is indicated, for injection is
water solved retinol available. Continuing development may bring newer preparation of these
medicines on the market. These are of course in fact only food supplements like preparations
of other vitamins. It is advisable to give in acute cases the following doses of fat-soluble
retinol:
•

To children under 1 year a dose of 100.000 IU by mouth.

•

To children between 1 and 6 years 200.000 IU by mouth.

•

To children over 6 years 300.000 IU by mouth.

The single massive oral dose of vitamin A is adequate for the treatment and also the
prevention of all stages of xerophthalmia. These doses can be repeated after one week in
case there is no sufficient response. These doses are intended as depot sufficient for half a
year. Where there is severe protein-calorie malnutrition there is not enough capacity of the
retinol binding protein for the transport of the retinol from the intestinal tract to the liver. There
is even loss of protein. In case of severe affection of the digestive tract one should give
100.000 IU in a watery solution injected in the buttock.
As a general measure vitamin A fortified food is an option to be taken by health authorities.
Where ignorance about proper food, taboos, poverty and forced migration are the main
causative factors it is obvious that each factor requires its own approach to the problem.
Over the years I took photographs with different apparatuses. The result is a collection of
pictures of varying quality, originating from some ten different countries and many more
locations. These have not resulted from survey work but were collected during regular work
in different locations.
This series of pictures is meant to illustrate the various degrees and forms of damage caused
by the deficiency. Since I have lived and worked during the last years when smallpox was
being eradicated I have also included a few pictures of people having lost one or both eyes
when they had contracted this disease. I took these in the last two years when this major
disease was successfully eliminated by a well-designed action coordinated by the World
Health Organisation. The virus does still continue its existence in three laboratories in
Russia, Britain and the USA. We expect the virus to be confined to these places. Nobody can
guarantee us perfect safety from renewed outbreaks.
I have not seen richer people who had contracted the disease loosing an eye though I still
remember some who were dead on the third day of their illness. There is every reason to
assume that smallpox was not the cause of the loss of eyes but the underlying deficiency in
the nutritional state.
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From this collection I had to make a choice for this cd. I advise a new comer in this field to
study all pictures in order to become familiar with the disease and be fully prepared for what
he may face. If the person using this selection wants to use them for the purpose of
instructing other health workers he or she will have to make his own choice. The quantity is
big enough, the quality not always good enough.
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1. Bitot’s spots.
2. Keratomalacia.
3. Measles precipitating the occurrence of xerophthalmia.
4. Scars of xerophthalmia in the young.
5. Examples of surgical intervention by experts who have underestimated the
problem of deficiency.
6. Anterior polar cataract
7. Scars in Xeropthalmia in adult and older people.
8. Night blindness
9. Other mattes of importance worth considering.

For the purpose of selecting and sorting my slides into the subject chapter xerophthalmia
they have al been marked X followed by a number. The letter X has not been repeated in the
text describing the pictures. I begin the sections of photographs with clear cases. These are
followed by less clear cases. I have mostly indicated the age of the subject. This was as a
rule the estimate of the accompanying or the local nurse as nomadic living people often do
not know their age or the age of their children according to our calendar.
1. Bitot’s spots in more and less recognisable form

Bangladesh. Dacca. Boy, 4 years old. He has diarrhoea and worms as probably almost all
children of his level of living will suffer from. A well-delineated Bitot’s spot manifests his lack
of vitamin A. The temporal side of the conjunctiva has become dry because it is lacking
mucous. The mucous producing cells in the conjunctiva have been deactivated by the lack of
retinol. There is diffuse increase of pigmentation. Dry epithelial cells, in which some gas has
developed produced by the bacillus xerosis, cover the triangular area between cornea and lid
margins. This material is arranged in vertical folds due to the most frequent movements of
the eye in the horizontal plane.
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2 Dacca, boy, 4 years old. Similar case as 1. The foam filled layers are densely packed.
Diffuse pigmentation in the conjunctiva is visible as a rim on the lower side of the foam.
There are also other problems as shown by blood in the lower conjunctiva but these are not
immediately connected with xerophthalmia.

3 Bangladesh, Mymensing. Girl, 2½ years old. It is very difficult to get her eyes open for
inspection. The foam of a spot is just visible on the temporal side. She has the same on the
nasal side. Note also the extremely long eyelashes. These are often seen in Asian children
with xerophthalmia.

4 Mymensing. Boy old enough that we can obtain the information about his inability to see at
night. Pigmentation has developed diffusely around the limbus and foam is visible on the dry
conjunctiva both on the nasal and the temporal side. Note the reflections on top of each
foamy elevation.
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5 Dacca. Older child. The lines of foam occupy a smaller part of the conjunctiva but have
retained their vertical arrangement. The pigmented area is larger and is telling how large the
spot has been.

6 Dacca, boy 4. The lighted rings of Placido have been used around the lens of the camera.
This method aims at finding abnormalities of the corneal curvature and in that way about the
beginning of corneal abnormalities. None has been discovered. We see the formation of
vertical foam lines of a Bitot’s spot.

7 Mymensing. A boy with clear signs of malnutrition has in both eyes Bitot’s spots. Here too
the pigmented area is larger then the foamy area. He cannot see anything directly after
sunset. He is night-blind as expected.
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8 Indonesia, Surabaya. Boy 3 years old. Picture taken at a time without recognised famine or
evident contagious disease. Nevertheless there are several children in hospital Mardi
Santosa with xerophthalmia. Here the boy struggles to escape examination and the particles
of the Bitot’s spot have come onto his cornea.

9 Kenya, Garbatula. Boy of six who is night-blind. The Bitot’s spot is not thick but has a full
size. The pigment under the spot may be slightly darker than in Asian children. There is also
a tendency to stretch along the limbus on the lower side.

10 Afghanistan, Kabul. Here too the foam of the spot is manifest. The pigment is less clear.
Some of the foam has come onto the corneal surface as well as to the upper and lower lid
margins and can easily be wiped off.
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11 East Africa. The foam on the spot has not been arranged in vertical lines but stretches
uninterrupted. The child has not been active and was probably sleepy. The gas bubbles are
all the more manifest above the pigmented conjunctiva.

12 Kenya, Garbatula. A Bitot’s spot in an eight years old child. The child is part of a nomadic
living family with very limited means and insufficient food supply.

13 In an other region of Kenya a similar spot is seen.
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14 East Africa. Lines of foam are evident; pigmentation of the conjunctiva is minimal.

15 The Bitot’s spots on the temporal and nasal side of the conjunctiva are manifest by
abundant quantity of foam and are based on a pigmented triangle in the conjunctiva.

16 Kenya, Mutomo. A young person, not a child anymore has suffered severe irreparable
loss of sight as is evident from the state of his cornea but he has survived. He has retained
the earlier mark of xerophthalmia, the Bitot’s spot, flanking his opaque cornea to which the
iris is glued (see section XS).
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17 Kenya. Northwest nomadic country. The conjunctiva of an adult with marked pigmentation
so dense even as to completely obscure the conjunctival vessels. As a nomad he will still
have marginal food supply and one is inclined to consider the foam as mark of continuing
deficiency. But it is questionable if one is allowed to draw this conclusion from the presence
of foam in the overlying debris. The Breaking Up Time, the BUT may help further and a dose
of vitamin A will not be a luxury.
The spots of Bitot usually occur covered with foam caused by the Coryne Bacterium Xerosis.
Occasionally they occur without this coat and are then less recognisable. In areas in India
where parents have the custom of giving black eye shadow also to children the spots may be
coloured black. Though usually Bitot’s spots are most frequently seen between the ages of
two and five they may be seen below and above that range. This will depend on the factors
causing the deficiency. Will the food supply be sufficient after a certain taboo has finished or
will the supply remain marginal? It is likely that long lasting marginal deficiency, a
hypovitamin stage will cause a metaplasia of the conjunctival epithelium and Bitot’s spots
may remain even if there is no longer night blindness present. I have not seen Bitot’s spots in
adults in Asia. This does not mean that they will not occur there. One should not
automatically extrapolate findings in one area to other regions and it is useful to be familiar
with the problem in various regions.

18 Kenya. A less severe case of an adult with only a small Bitot’s spot laying on a slightly
pigmented area.
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19 Kenya. A similar case of an adult. He has a little more pigment and more foam.

19a Kenya, Mutomo. Young adult. Pigmented conjunctiva with small Bitot’s spot.

20 Kenya, Lokori. Bitot in an adult, 21 year of age. Foam on a densely pigmented area. The
area is also hyperaemic without other signs of inflammation.
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21 Kenya. Lokori. The conjunctiva of an adult living a nomadic life. The faint remains of a
Bitot’s spot indicate that he is living on the margin of existence.

22 Kenya, Mutomo in the North West. Young adult who is night-blind and has dry spots with
foam in the exposed pigmented area of his conjunctiva. The spot of Bitot is easily overlooked
or ignored or blamed on exposure. I have heard doctors say: “These people have those
eyes” !

23 East Africa. Conjunctiva of one leading a nomadic life. Having learned from previous
cases we can read from his conjunctiva what he has gone through. Diffusely pigmented
triangle dotted with some pigment condensations and covered with just a few foam specks.
His lifestyle provides him with only marginal nutrition.
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24 Northwest Kenya. An other nomad. His conjunctiva is telling a similar story. These and
comparable cases justify the consideration to supplement the standard food for these
nomadic living people.
2. Keratomalacia.
Keratomalacia is the state in which the deficiency is serious up to a level as to cause the loss
of corneal integrity. Where no other concurring factors are present the whole of the cornea
may melt within hours. I saw this form without noting the presence of another precipitating
factor particularly in Indonesia but also in East Africa. The outcome is always atrophy of the
globe, a bulbus quadratus.
Where infection was triggering a more acute process due to the deficiency and has begun
involving the corneal epithelium the loss of stromal tissue may follow and the clinical
manifestation may take another form. In East Africa at least measles are notorious. In India
too infectious diseases play a comparable role.
In the past smallpox had a bad name if people survived. I have not seen damage to the eyes
of well to do people suffering from smallpox. So I have reason to assume that people who
recovered from smallpox but lost their sight had the deficiency of vitamin A to blame for their
loss. One should note the enormous variety of manifestations depending on the age, the
circumstances, and other factors present or lacking.
In the cases where the deficiency occurs in near pure form the melting of the cornea takes
very little time and it remains an exception if doctors can observe this process of very short
duration. In other cases the cornea may loose its integrity in a more protracted process. One
may see the process usually in the lower part of the cornea while the upper part of the
cornea is covered by the upper eyelid all the time. This form is certainly far more frequently
seen.
A factor bringing confusion into the diagnostic certainty may be the ongoing marginal
deficiency leaving the eye surviving, so to say vacillating between further destruction and
healing in whatever degree. This may be the explanation for the occurrence of Bitot’s spots
in older people in Africa where these are hardly ever seen in older Indonesian people. It is
not a different strain but a difference in concurring causative factors, causing a different
clinical picture.
The African proverb based on experience holds truth and many children going blind while
they have measles will be dead soon after. In the survivors the scars resulting from such
processes are frequently seen. This not only in children but also in adults. When one can
overcome the resistance of the patient to be asked about his childhood (He may consider
every sort of doctor to be a witch or wonder doctor) and the investigator is able to overcome
his own reluctance to spend time on this activity it is most revealing to hear most of these
scars in older people result from problems in their childhood.
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In this way a whole category of abnormal conditions in eyes unfamiliar to western observers
can be categorised and be understood. Notwithstanding the many varieties in manifestation
based on the same causative factor, lack of one basic nutrient.
If one is able to follow patients over a longer period of time one may observe the gradual
decrease in intensity of some rather localised corneal opacities. Was a corneal opacity in
childhood to be called a macula this same opacity may decrease in intensity to be termed
nebula five or six years later. I have not worked continuously in one clinic where I might have
had the opportunity to observe people over forty years. My limit was eight years but I
presume that this clearing of corneal opacities is an ongoing process under favourable
circumstances occasionally resulting in an almost clear cornea, however occasionally with
some pieces of atheromatous material. Larger opacities may remain and get worse
depending on the circumstances. These changes consist mostly of further degeneration and
the development of atheromatous material in the opaque cornea.
What remains another matter of continuing study and is not open for direct interpretation is
the development and behaviour of pigment in the limbal area and its movement over the
cornea in the direction of the threatened locus. Where the pigment remains in the limbal area
it finds arrangement in a radial pattern according to the local anatomy. As long as the iris has
not come in contact with the cornea the pigment on the surface of the cornea must have had
its origin in the limbal and conjunctival tissue. When an adherent leucoma has developed it
might have come from the iris and moved into the cornea. Where the cornea has melted
away this radial pattern may be seen around a small scar resulting from the corneal tragedy.
The pictures 25 to 169 are in various ways illustrations of this short exposé. Purposely I do
here link the scars with the actual process. The scars are more frequently seen than the
actual process and form a bewildering pattern of abnormalities which baffle the insufficiently
prepared observer coming from a well to do country intending to offer his knowledge and
help.
Some health experts will argue for increased efforts towards better organised campaigns of
vaccination against measles in developing countries. Forgetting for a moment that this
activity does not prevent night blindness or keratomalacia in acute cases I have no cause to
argue against the planners for this activity.
I will maintain however that the matter of nutrition particularly of children deserves and
should have the continuous attention of authorities at all levels whatever their competence. In
many ways it is most difficult to attract the attention of those who are in a position to do
something about the many recurring tragedies in the world of us People, human beings and
our children. Arranging good food for everybody is not an interesting activity.

25 Somalia. Boy, 3 years old brought to the teaching clinic. It is not his first encounter with a
medical person. Before this he was brought to a native healer, who had nothing more to offer
then cautery with a hot iron around the eye. This was not long ago as shown by the wound
on the root of the nose. Unfortunately he is now too late for simple and effective treatment
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because both corneas are giving way and are melting. See the broken light reflexes. There is
notwithstanding this major disaster only mild pericorneal redness.

26 Somalia. Girl, 6 years old. The cornea is bulging. Its centre is hazy. The older burn mark
over the lachrymal sac tells us she too has been to the native healer.

27 Bangladesh, Dakka. Girl, six month old has been fed on skimmed milk and tea. The hazy
cornea is enlarged and stretched.

28 Bangladesh, Mymensing. Girl, three years old. There is redness around an opaque
cornea. The clear centre is bulging. In this area the corneal stroma has disappeared and the
Descemet membrane is bulging outward under what might be a layer of the remains of
epithelium. Note the non-presence of a Bitot’s spot. The eyelashes are long.
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29 Dacca. This youngster has gone through varying degrees of food shortage, which have
caused the central opacity. Pigment has also come onto the cornea. In an acute
exacerbation the lower part of the cornea has given way and the iris is prolapsing.

30 Nepal. Child under five. The central part of the cornea is grey due to oedema and
deformed as shown by the pattern of light reflexes. The cornea may suffer perforation at any
moment.

31 Bangladesh, Dacca. Toddler. There is abundant material of Bitot’s foam linking the nasal
and temporal spots and there is ulceration of the lower part of the cornea.
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32 Toddler with corneal ulceration of the lower cornea. There is no Bitot but besides giving
local antibiotic treatment one should be very much aware that the child is part of a suffering
community and is most likely vitamin A deficient.

33 A similar case. Ulceration of the lower cornea. Note the absence of pericorneal redness in
the presence of such a serious threat to the visual function.

34 Kenya. Boy, 2 years. The cornea stands dry. (BUT= 0) There is ulceration of the lower
cornea and so much loss of stroma that the Descemet membrane is protruding.
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35 Dacca. 5-year-old slum dweller. The child has fever. Contents of the eye are coming
forward through a thinned portion of the lower cornea at the rim of a corneal graft. There is
discharge and redness.

36 Child with loss of corneal stroma especially on the lower side and the centre. There is
only very mild pericorneal or deep redness.

37 Dacca. Girl, five years old. She has a corneal ulcer with hypopion. She is part of a
community, which in general is vitamin A deficient. There is no history of injury. Besides
antibiotics the gift of vitamin A is indicated.
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38 Dacca. Boy 3 years old. His body does not show signs of protein calorie malnutrition but
he has vitamin A deficiency. The Descemet membrane is bulging through the lower cornea.
Blumenthal has described this situation among malnourished Bantu children. Some doctors
mention this situation with the term “Blumenthal”

39 Melting of the upper cornea.The iris has already plugged the perforation laying against the
inner side of the cornea.The angle of the anterior chamber must have been closed with
absent anterior chamber.One may feel urged to take surgical action but better wait a few
days after a gift of Vitamin A.

40 What is left of the cornea is already opaque while it melts further on the nasal side. The
ocular contents protrude outwards.
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41 East Africa. The cornea stands dry. Some material, probably dead cells, lay on the
surface. There is clear loss of stroma on the lower side with deep redness against the
limbus. Note the outspoken orifices of the Meibomian glands.

42 Asian child. While redness as sign of inflammation is not visible the cornea stands dry,
because the surface is water repellent. There is a threat to its integrity on the lower side.

43 Somalia. Boy of three. Both eyes show the same picture. There is circumcorneal redness
while the cornea has lost stroma. Some ocular contents are visible between the eyelids.
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44 Tanzania. Note the moderate redness of the conjunctiva, while a perforation of the cornea
is taking place next to the limbus. There is no sign of infection.

45 Dacca. Girl of six. Her left eye suffers perforation at this moment. There is deep redness.

46 Bangladesh. The eye of a child with a corneal ulcer. Infection seems to dominate the
scene. In view of the population group to which she belongs the deficiency is likely the
primary cause. Nevertheless one should also think about the possibility of a fungal infection.
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47 Dacca. Five-year-old slum dweller. He has lived as refugee during the last two years. It is
not clear what all is floating in the conjunctival space. The cornea is suffering perforation
between 6 and 8 o’clock at the limbus.

48 East Africa. The broken light reflex tells that the corneal surface is losing its integrity.
There has not yet been loss of stromal tissue. And the eye can still be saved when
immediately treated. If one has difficulty in the interpretation of the light reflex on the cornea
the use of Placido’s disk can certainly be of help.

50 Bangladesh. Girl not yet three years seen in outdoor clinic. At this moment she is loosing
her eye. Two third of the cornea is oedematous and infiltrated.
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51 Bangladesh. The process has not yet led to considerable loss of corneal stroma. On the
contrary, the young tissues have been stretched and a mega cornea has been formed. The
basis is at least 18 mm. across and the elevation is considerable. There is cellular infiltration
in the lower cornea.

52 East Africa. The eye of a young girl shows infiltration and beginning loss of corneal tissue
though alarm-raising redness is moderate. The eye is in a critical situation.

54 Kenya, Maua. Girl, 18 months old. She is clearly suffering from malnutrition. There is no
redness but the cornea is water-repellent. It is remarkable to see one thread of mucous! The
eye is likely to have suffered a trauma. Pupil and iris cannot be seen most likely due to some
haemorrhage in the anterior chamber.
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55 Ghana, Bawku. A child with marasmus. Both eyes are
threatened with the resulting outcome of uncontrolled
deficiency.

3. Measles precipitating the occurrence of xerophthalmia.

56 Ghana. At first sight we do not suspect malnutrition in this girl. She has been brought with
measles. A native healer, who has put a burn mark over each eye, has seen her before she
came to us. He has rightly seen that both eyes are threatened. The left eye has suffered
perforation. The deficiency naturally is present in both eyes but some additional factor like
infection has been the trigger for the more serious outcome in the left eye.

57 Tanzania. A girl not yet 3 has been brought with measles. We remember: “Do not count
your children before they have passed through the measles”. Measles is associated with loss
of life or sight; the last is frequently followed by loss of life later. Both eyes have a dry cornea.
( BUT= 0 ) The right eye has a hypopyon related to beginning loss of stroma.
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58 Tanzania. Girl, twelve years old. The cornea stands dry. There is some pericorneal
redness. The pronounced orifices of the Meibomian glands attract our attention.

59 Tanzania. Girl with measles. The central part of the cornea is loosing epithelium.

60 Tanzania. A similar case. There is more pronounced circumcorneal hyperaemia. The
cornea has a slightly irregular light reflex and there are particles in the tear film. The breaking
up time of the tear film is far too short.
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61 Tanzania. Girl, 2 years with measles. The broken light reflex tells us: the cornea is dry,
water-repellent.

62 Tanzania. Boy, 4 years. The periphery of the cornea has also the broken light reflex due
to defects in the epithelium.

63 Tanzania. Boy, 4 years. Hyperaemic conjunctiva with dubious reflective properties. There
is some putrid material in the conjunctiva.
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64 Kenya, Kissii. Boy, 2 years with measles. Conjunctival hyperaemia. There is deeper
redness at the lower limbus bordering a stromal defect. The upper part of cornea reveals the
absence of the tear film.

65 Tanzania. Boy, 2 years with measles. We see a slightly distorted light reflex on the cornea
and different particles lay on the corneal surface.

66 Tanzania. Boy 2 years, acutely ill with measles. We observe a distorted light reflex on the
cornea. Particles- cellular debris- are seen in the tear film on the corneal surface.
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67 Kenya. Girl, one year old, ill with measles. The cornea is covered with cellular debris and
is water repellent.

68 Kenya, Maua. A child, 1½ year old. Acutely ill with measles. Moderate conjunctival
hyperaemia. Fluorescein stain has been used to demonstrate epithelial defects. The cornea
stands dry. Mucous is lacking in the tear fluid.

69 Kenya, Maua. Boy 1½ year. He has been brought with measles and diarrhoea. He has
red hair and does not produce tears. Fluorescein and rose bengal stain have been used
effectively. There are defects in the corneal as well as in the conjunctival epithelium.
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70 Tanzania, girl, 1 year. Ill with measles. She has moderate conjunctival hyperaemia.
Without the use of staining fluid a defect is seen in the central epithelium of the cornea. This
is already a very dangerous situation. With the use of staining fluid more defects can be
seen. If immediate treatment is given her eye can recover without a scar.

71 Kenya. Kisii, Boy of 3 with measles. He is seen 16 hours after admission. This eye suffers
a defect of the cornea on the lower side with severe stromal loss. There is superficial and
deep hyperaemia.

72 The other eye of the same patient. The deep redness is limited to the lower limbus. The
defect of the corneal stroma is very threatening. His chances of survival are slim. In case of
survival blindness is around the corner. In case he is vomiting vitamin A should be given by
injection.
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73 Tanzania. Girl, two years old, ill with measles. Her right cornea suffers a defect of the
epithelium and of the stroma. The hypopyon suggests secondary infection but may occur
without.

74 Measles without manifest hyperaemia but the cornea stands dry, is water repellent. The
BUT is zero. The orifices of the Meibomian glands are very much visible as often seen in
measles. A stain will reveal a punctate keratitis. Danger in delaying treatment.

75 Tanzania. Boy, 4 years, ill with measles. Conjunctival hyperaemia more pronounced on
the temporal than on the nasal side. There is sufficient watery tear production, but no
mucous. So the cornea is water repellent and there are defects in the corneal epithelium.
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76 Tanzania. This child was seen after she had recovered from measles. The cornea had
formed a staphyloma with an opacity on top. Behind this corneal extension is visible a tiny
opacity of the lens in the middle of the pupil.

77 Tanzania. This patient is recovering from measles. Epithelial material lies on the periphery
of the cornea. The eye has escaped destruction and has retained its integrity. One has to
see if the radius of the cornea has been altered.

4. Scars of xerophthalmia in the young.

78 Somalia. Boy 5 years. One eye has a completely scarred cornea, the other has become
atrophic: phthisis. The various scars of burn marks in or on his skin betray his earlier visit to a
local healer.
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79 Somalia. There are no burn marks on the face of this child, yet it shows the sad outcome
of untreated deficiency. The right eye has a relatively small opacity. Behind a central opacity
of the cornea there is a tiny opacity on the lens inside the pupil. The left eye has a larger
corneal opacity. It has developed a convergent squint. It is to be seen for which eye the child
will develop a preference for the opacity is largest in the left eye and at the moment the right
eye is squinting.

80 Somalia. Girl, six years old. Her parents give the history that she suffered from measles
and this was the outcome! Her eyes have not suffered perforation but have been puffed up
by intraocular tension inside a weakened hull. Vessels have grown into her corneas which
have become opaque and have been stretched to a larger than normal diameter of the basis.

81 The right eye of the same girl is shown in close up.
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82 Her left eye with pigment on top of the staphyloma and fewer vessels. Note the upper
eyelid pushed up by a scleral “abnormality”.

83 Somalia. Child, just about 12 months. Note the pale tongue. She has lost both eyes due
to the deficiency. Only a crumpled piece of tissue remains. She has complete bilateral
phthisis.

84 The phthisic eye is already deformed under the traction of the rectus muscles into a
bulbus quadratus. Note the pigment on what has been part of the cornea.
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85 Somalia. Boy, 2 years. He has gone through a period of a disease from which he
emerged with scarred eyes. He is not squinting. There may be hope for his survival if he will
not suffer further dietary deficiencies.

86 Somalia, girl, 6 years. The nomadic living parents cannot tell when the eye problems did
occur. Both eyes have serious corneal scars.

87 Somalia, boy, age 2 years. The right eye has an extra seemingly stable elevation of the
lower cornea. The left eye has an opaque lower cornea.
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88 Somalia. Girl, 6 years. She squeezes her right eye, which also shows some pericorneal
redness. The central part of her left cornea is opaque and has some pigment accumulation
on top of it.

90 Boy, about eight years old. His right eye is in good condition. His left eye has lost all
function. The cornea is opaque. The process does not seem to have quieted down. There is
still deep pericorneal redness.

91 Somalia. Boy, 2 years. The small staphyloma of the right eye is not clearly visible in this
picture. The enormous outgrowth of the left eye is all the more clear. Where this blind boy is
part of a nomadic living and warring population his fate is most likely early death.
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92 Somalia. Girl, 14 years. Her right eye is atrophic in the shape of bulbus quadratus. Her left
eye has escaped destruction and functions well. Her father will have to wait what she is
worth in the marriage market. How many camels can he get for her?

93 Somalia. Boy, 2 years. The adherent leucoma of his cornea in the left eye will remain a
handicap. In these primitive circumstances one may expect something like an iridectomy
allowing visual function through the upper clearer part of the cornea. It is to be seen if this
function can be combined with that of the right eye.

94 Deformed leucomatous cornea. Pigment forming cells have entered from the periphery
and come on the top and around the centre. This may indicate two acute stages in the
preceding process.
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95 Tanzania. The parents of this young boy tell us that this situation has come into existence
after the boy had measles.

96 The staphyloma in the left eye of this boy is seen here in close up.

97 The parents requested removal of the disfiguring globe. Since the request was within
reason the globe was enucleated.
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98 The enormous staphyloma is seen here from the front. The centre is more opaque than
the periphery of the cornea. (Look again at picture 96)

99 Before doing microscopy the upper sclera is cut of. We are allowed a look from above on
the lens. The periphery of the lens is not rounded but has obtained a sharp edge. This
periphery is relatively clear while the centre is opaque.

100 This is further demonstrated with slit illumination. The edge of the lens is curved
backwards.
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101 In the microscopy of these tissues we see the thin expanded cornea. Remains of iris
tissue are seen in some places on the inner side where endothelium should have been. The
thin deformed lens with a thin sharp periphery curved backwards seems to lie in its original
plane. The centre front of the lens has undergone a separate change. It shows a polar
cataract. Even when the horizontal diameter of the limbus has become larger than normal,
the cross section of the lens is clearly far less than what is normal.
Some sections show remains of the ciliary body; in others we see nothing of what may have
been part of the ciliary body.

102 The central part of the lens where under the capsule irregular growth of epithelial cells
has taken place.

103 Tanzania. Girl, 2 years has lost both eyes during a period of measles. Both eyes are
phthisic.
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104 Her right bulbus quadratus is shown here. Note the pigmented area around the scar
where the cornea has been. The left eye shows a similar picture.

105 Ghana, Agogo. Here a girl age seven is seen with phthisis. What remains of the cornea
is a small piece of shrunken opaque tissue surrounded by pigment arranged in a pattern of
radial stripes. This was once the limbus.

106 Boy, 7 years. The shrunken eye has reached a minimum size. The accumulation of
pigment is not noteworthy in contrast with the remains of the eye in picture 105.
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107 Youngster, non-cooperative as usual. The upper eyelid has been pulled up so as to
allow a glance at the eye sufficient to ascertain it is in a disastrous state.

109 Somalia. Right eye of a young person after some illness. The eye shows an elevated
opacity of the lower cornea. The pupil is visible but the curvature of the cornea in front of it is
disturbed.

110 Kenya, Mutomo. Youngster who has lost the function of his right eye. This eye is
deformed and has a completely opaque cornea with vascular ingrowth. The lateral
conjunctiva has a spot of Bitot.
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111 Bangladesh, Narshingdi. Girl, 8 years. She has had one vitamin A capsule 200 000 units
at a time just before the cornea began melting due to keratomalacia. She has retained her
eye but has not escaped the bad outcome of scarring. The heavy pigmentation around the
limbus is also an indication of preceding activity. The tear film has been restored. There is no
dry- water repellent - tissue. In case the projection of light is good and if the tension remains
normal she may have a successful corneal transplant, if the opportunity were to come.

112 Somalia. Youngster who has gone through the acute process but who retained his eye
be it with a leucoma. The relatively clear periphery of the corneal stroma has a multitude of
vessels growing towards the opaque centre of the corneal stroma. One needs to inspect the
cornea from the side in order to know for certain if there is or there is not an alteration of the
corneal curvature.

113 A comparable case in an Asian with many active vessels running through the relatively
clear peripheral cornea.
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114 Bangladesh, Dacca, Girl 7 years. Her parents tell me she had diarrhoea at the age of
three. She has a quiet leucoma with pigment on top. The form of the globe is normal but she
has nystagmus. Before any treatment is considered one has to know if there is perception of
light and projection of a light source. At best this eye will remain amblyopic. The surgeon who
wants to consider a transplant should realise this outcome.

115 The eye of a young person with a very densely opaque leucoma covered by a Bitot’s
spot.

116 East Africa. A pigment ring surrounds a limbus from where active vessels run towards
the opaque centre. Inside the denser and elevated central opacity is again a thinner portion.
Here a perforation has occurred which is now plugged with iris tissue. It all looks as if the
process is still going on. A stable situation has not yet been reached. Unfinished scarring in
the ongoing process of corneal destruction.
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117 The grossly enlarged cornea has obtained the shape of an almost perfect half globe with
a water repellent surface. (I am not certain if this picture has been made by Dr. Sauter or by
myself)

118 Nigeria, Kano. Parents bring this child about 7 years old saying she has had some
infectious disease and had diarrhoea. The cornea has an almost normal shape. Its
leucomatous centre is marked by pigment ingrowths. A few radial tracks of pigment suggest
migration of cells towards the threatened centre resulting in an incomplete circular
accumulation of pigment.

119 The cornea has probably suffered serious stromal loss on the lower nasal side. Though
perforation has not occurred endothelium is now coming forward through the scleral scar and
perforation is a real imminent danger.
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120 This child has escaped the loss of her eye. Nevertheless it still is under the threat of
destruction because her cornea is water repellent. The BUT is negligible.

121 Bangladesh. The loss of this eye has occurred earlier. Now it is treated for conjunctivitis.
The left eye is lost in phthisis.

122 Bangladesh, Dacca. Girl, age 7. Her parents say her ocular scar has developed after a
bout of diarrhoea at the age of 3. The small bubble at 4 o’clock at the limbus may stand in
connection with the anterior chamber. She has nystagmus.
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123 Tanzania. Boy, 5 years. His leucoma is said to have developed after measles. The
various lines of pigment suggest also migration of pigment cells along the surface of the
cornea.

124 The scar is dense but small allowing some vision. Behind the leucoma one finds a tiny
polar cataract on the front surface of the lens.

125 Here too the child was lucky with little damage to her eye. This is also a scar following
acute weakening of stroma due to deficiency of vitamin A, XS after X3.
5. Examples of surgical intervention by experts who have underestimated the problem
of the deficiency.
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126 Dacca. Male, 33 years who has got corneal problems after he had smallpox (see later)
His Vitamin A status and perhaps his general nutritional status are not good enough to
warrant a good outcome of this type of surgery.

127 Dacca. Boy age 13. Seven years ago he lost sight in both eyes due to X3. Now he has
received a corneal graft by a visiting expatriate surgeon. If his nutritional in particular his
Vitamin A status has not been brought up to a good level it is dubious if the graft will hold.

128 Dacca. Right eye. A corneal graft for XS. An optical iridectomy is also present.
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129 Victim of the deficiency and of the local healer.
One may look again at picture 35 which could have been grouped here as well. And at
picture 147.
6. Anterior polar cataract.
We have already noticed in some preceding cases of xero-phthalmia (e.g.76,79,101) the
presence of an anterior polar cataract. Where the lens is an epithelial tissue it is as other
epithelial tissues dependant on retinol for its normal development and the maintenance of
integrity. This consideration is corroborated by the many cases where we see deformity of
the cornea combined with deformity of the lens. I take it that this deformity is the direct result
of the deficiency.
Where in some cases the opacity of the cornea may become less a polar cataract will remain
and presents itself as a riddle to the unsuspecting ophthalmologist certainly when it falls off
and down in the anterior chamber as has been reported sometimes from a western country
wherein a person from India had migrated. Here follow some pictures of polar cataract with
recognised results of the deficiency. It is sometimes remarkable to see the opacity
surrounding a clear centre. I do include this sign into the complex.
For the discovery of the opacity in the anterior pole of the lens in the presence of a corneal
opacity one should try to look into the anterior chamber from the side. See also no 149.

130 A case of a central corneal opacity with an anterior polar cataract in an adult. There are
no signs of present activities due to the deficiency.
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131 India. A grown up with XS and a cone shaped polar cataract behind the central corneal
opacity.

132 Somalia. Boy, 4 years old. History: The eye is non-functional after measles. There exists
an adherent leucoma. The pigment on the limbus is prominent. A small opacity is seen in the
axis of the lens. It lays on the frontal surface where the plane of the pupil has been pulled
forward, away from this plane.

133 Somalia. A boy, 1½ years old who has a leucoma adherens and polar cataract. There is
as always great variation in the shape, the size and the location of the corneal scar. Striking
is the already existing density of the diffuse pigmentation. (See also the similarity of the
abnormality in the cornea with that shown in picture 119 and 122).
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134 Somalia, Male, 17 years. Cataract was seen after he suffered from measles at the age of
7. Though this opacity in the lens is not confined to the axial location I include it here. The
pupillary reaction to light is positive.

135 Somalia. Female, 29 years. Central pigmented leucoma. An iridectomy has been
performed. Besides the polar cataract she has a retinal detachment, not only in this but also
in the other eye.

136 Eye with a dense leucoma and axial cataract.
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137 Somalia. Man, 60 years. Behind a nebular opacity in the cornea a remarkable welldelineated round cataract is seen. In a few cases I have seen denser corneal opacities
gradually loose some of their density in later years. There is a possibility that this nebula has
been a macula of the cornea in former years.

138 Tanzania. The eye of a young man, which has obtained a corneal ectasy with opacity
and an anterior polar cataract.

139 Kenya, Kijabe. In a girl of about 7 a cataracta pyramidalis is seen behind an almost
normal cornea.
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140 Ghana, Garu. An axial cataract in a person aged 22. The left part of the opacity is on the
front surface of the lens, the more ring shaped opacity close behind it. A nebular opacity of
the cornea is hardly noticeable.

141 Ethiopia. Aira. In a person older than 40 years we see a nebular opacity below the
centre of the cornea and an anterior polar cataract.

142 Here a small central leucoma is seen in front of a ring shaped anterior polar cataract.
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143 Kenya. Kijabe. Man of 30 who had eye problems after measles. He has retained a
leucoma with some pigment on top and a polar cataract. He has much pigment surrounding
the cornea.

145 Tanzania. Man of 38 who shows a cone shaped central opacity of the lens in his left eye.
The top of the cone lies in the plane of the pupil under the capsule of the lens.

146 Kenya, Kijabe. A woman of about 30 with a nebular opacity in her left eye and a tiny
polar well defined opacity in the centre of the front of her lens.
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147 Somalia. A woman of 21 who has received a
corneal graft. She or her family could afford it
apparently. She has only a very small opacity
touching the front capsule of her lens. Her normal
fundus is clearly visible. She is however amblyopic
and her vision is finger counting at one meter.

147a A report published in 1905 about an eye enucleated
from a girl in London, She had suffered from measles and
her eye developed a coloboma. In the picture we see also
an anterior polar cataract.

7. Scars of Xerophthalmia in adult and older people.
148 Kenya, Garbatula. Female of about 40 gone
blind in childhood. It is an exception that children in
primitive living conditions remain alive after having
become blind. It is also likely that her right eye has
suffered more damage after the initial bout of
xerophthalmia. The right eye has quite some deep
congestion and an ecstatic leucoma. Note the many
reflexes of one light. Her left eye is shrunken as
shown by her lid aperture betraying phthisis.
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149 Tanzania. A grown up with corneal opacities in both eyes. His left eye has also a polar
cataract clearly visible at the level of his pupil.

150 Tanzania. Man over 40 who was told by his parents he had problems with his left eye
after measles. The intraocular pressure has caused bulging of ocular contents between the
four rectus muscles while the cornea has been grossly deformed. Needless to say the eye
has lost all function.

151 Leucoma with much pigment migration from the limbus towards the centre between 6
and 9 o’clock in a grown up. The abnormality dates from childhood.
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152 Man of about 30. His leucoma dates from a disease in childhood. He had treatment for
tuberculosis.

153 Kenya. The eye of a man of 60 years. He has a relatively clear extension from the
cornea. The process began in his child hood.

154 Somalia. Female aged 20. She has a leucoma with secondary degeneration of the
epithelium with a descemetocele.
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155 Northwest Kenya. A nomadic living woman over 20 years has an adherent leucoma and
a trachomatous pannus. (The last is not visible in this picture and has not caused entropion.)

156 India. The corneal opacities date from childhood. There are traces of Bitot’s spot on the
conjunctiva and the cornea is water repellent.

157 Kenya. Nomadic area. A female of 25 has this opacity from childhood. The central
portion has suffered a peculiar process of thinning. There is incavation where we would
expect bulging of the descemet.
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158 Western Kenya. A man of 32 has a white spot. (adherent leucoma) which he got at the
age of two when he had measles.

159 Somalia. Female, age 23. The dense opacity, an adherent leucoma, dates from
childhood. She has a squint of 15 degrees. The other eye has normal visual acuity.

159a The problems of this eye date from childhood. There are faint corneal opacities covered
by round glazy transparent material. This material is sometimes separating itself from the
cornea. One can remove it with a needle but this is not necessary or advisable. In the
microscopic section this material is completely homogeneous. For illustrations of this
condition see also picture 163 and 167.
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160 Somalia. Male, 21. The function of both eyes is very poor. Right eye: finger counting at 2
meter, left at one meter distance. 2/60 and 1/60 Snellen. The leucoma has suffered
secondary degeneration and has a gold yellow colour. The degeneration is identical with the
previous one. The configuration is different. One may expect it to change again with time.

161 A leucoma, dating from childhood in an eye of an older person. The limbus is heavily
pigmented.

162 Ethiopia. This older person has a corneal opacity dating from childhood. There is still
some deeper redness.
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163 Kenya. Mutomo. A secondary degeneration has taken place in an old corneal scar. This
type of opacity is called atheromatous degeneration.

164 Sikri. Male, 20 years. The eye shows a central corneal opacity with a heavily pigmented
limbus. More over the ciliary body has given up its active secretion. The eye has lost its
tonus and is becoming phthisic.

165 Somalia. A man of 70. He tells his problems date from childhood. His left eye shows a
descemetocele in an old leucoma.
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166 Kenya. Kijabe. Masai women, 70 years. Adherent leucoma viewed through a Placido
disk in order to demonstrate the irregularity of the corneal surface in the vicinity of the
opacity. The visual ability is reduced to seeing hand movements. (1/300)

167 Kenya. Mutomo. Secondary degeneration in an old scar dating from childhood. The
opacity in the stroma has probably decreased; the irregularity of the refracting surface is still
present.

168 Kenya. 60 year old Masai seen in Kijabe. This eye has an adherent leucoma and a
residual visual acuity of 6/36 Snellen. Most opacities are located near the Descemet layer.
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169 Kenya. Man of 65 with corneal opacity and
severe disfigurement of the refracting surface clearly
demonstrated with the help of Placido’s disk.

8. Night blindness.
The lack of vitamin A causes dysfunction of the rods in the retina. There is only slight
dysfunction of the cones. We know from older documents how widespread this problem was
in Europe. It is not a tropical disease. It is mainly seen in the tropics because of the better
nutrition in colder regions on our planet but the condition will certainly occur widespread in
areas struck with poverty. Since it is not possible to present this dysfunction with a camera
the following pictures are taken in young individuals who were night-blind and had some
marginal observable indications of the deficiency but usually open for doubt and always
offering material for debate with other experts with more and less experience with this
deficiency. In this connection one may also look again at pictures 18 - 22 .

170 Kenya, Kijabe, Boy, 7 years old. He tells
himself: I cannot see at night as others can. There is
no spot of Bitot. The elevation on the limbus may be
a sign of allergic conjunctivitis.

171 Kenya. Garbatula, In Masai area. Depicted is
the temporal conjunctiva where we see some
pigment It is the conjunctiva of a child of about 7,
who tells himself that he can not see at night as
others can.
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172 Garbatula. Boy of about 6, who tells he can not see at night. There is some increased
pigmentation and there are a few little specks of foam, which confirm the diagnosis.

173 Kenya, Kisii. A malnourished mother brings her malnourished child. Perhaps some
increased pigmentation may help us to arrive at a correct diagnosis. One may be certain that
lack of vitamin A is part of the deficient status when the mother herself if asked tells: she can
not see at night.

174 Kenya, Kijabe. A 5 year old boy of the Luo fish eating tribe who is night-blind. That the
tribe is fish eating does not automatically imply that children receive this food as well. The
limbus is heavily pigmented and at seven o’clock a descemetocele is apparent.
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175 Kenya. Maua. A girl three years old who stays in the house at nightfall. The reflex of
light on her cornea is not normal. Is the BUT normal?

176 Child, not yet 2 years. Not immediately stands the cornea dry but a few seconds after
the forced opening. The matter of night blindness does not arise. A spot of Bitot is not
present but we face an acute situation, even ultimate. The child has corneal xerosis. It has
not developed foam neighbouring the cornea but the conjunctiva is thicker than normal
fooling the observer. Vitamin A now given will bring healing without scar.

177 Kenya, Maua. Girl, not yet 2 years. The parents bring the child because something is
wrong with her eyes. There is no conjunctivitis but there is slight limbal redness and in an
area where the deficiency is common one may play safe by giving vitamin A.
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178 Kenya, Maua. The same reasoning is applicable in this girl just 1 year old. In the clinic
one may not see the slightly distort- ed light reflex, which is apparent in this photograph.
10. Other matters of importance worth considering.

179 A girl of 6 who has keratomalacia and where we also should note her running ear. The
ophthalmologist in the poor tropics should not only look at eyes but also note other important
marks of ill health.

180. The hair of children living in central Africa should be black and curly as in this child.
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181 A child of nomads in Kenya. The hair of this malnourished child is not black and not
curly.

182 The hair of this child is even somewhat reddish.

183 North India, Kashmir This young man is recovering from smallpox. He kept his life but
lost both eyes.
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184 Dacca. This boy about 10 has suffered smallpox. The right eye has escaped with a
leucoma, which may be treated with a graft. The left eye is becoming atrophic with a flatscarred cornea.

185 Dacca. Boy 10 years. He had smallpox a year ago. His left eye is shown here. A vessel
is crossing over the leucomatous cornea dotted with pigment streaks.

186 Displacement by conflicts does interfere with
food supply, which is often already precarious. This
is a picture of some of the 10 million Bengali
refugees, who had fled to India at the time when the
West Pakistan army tried to bring East Pakistan
under its control and Bangladesh emerged in 1974.
Similar situations have occurred almost each year in
one area or an other of our planet. To mention only
Uganda under Amin and later in the ban of the LRA.
Somalia in a continuous struggle among its tribes in
itself, Darfur wrestling against the invading Janjaweed, North Korea about which little is
known outside its boundaries. Just to mention a few to remind us that we will always have
the poor with us.
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187 Indonesia, Papua. Taboos in some societies about the
raising of children. Papuans on the island of Numfor believed
that girls would become liars if they were given fish. Boys would
become thieves if they were given eggs. This canoe returns
home after the children had become blind in hospital. They
were given an ointment and a bandage. They had no fever. The
doctor did not have knowledge of the deficiency. When they
were brought in they were not given vitamin A . Over night their
lenses were laying in their bandages. Their mothers had only
given them papeda (a sago product) to eat and nothing of the
fish the parents were consuming. Here mothers return home
with their blind children across the open sea back to Numfor.

188 Zanzibar. A critical situation: the mother has died when
the child was born. The grandfather is now taking care of the
child a few months old and brought the child to the hospital.
The mother must have been deficient. The child has already
very much pigmented conjunctivae and Bitot’s spots.

189 Kenya. Nomadic living is a great risk for the health of the
people. If even one element of the traditional food programme
is interrupted anything may happen. Here a picture of a child
in northwest Kenya.
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189a Southwest Kenya. A Masai mother with her malnourished child.

190 A poster which has been used to demonstrate the following: When children receive only
white food such as maize, rice, sago, tapioca without anything else added the colour of their
eyes will also become white and they will become blind because the eys will be white.
If the children are given coloured food like vegetables, carrots besides the staple food the
child will be healthy and keep good eyes.
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